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Based on Pulay’s direct inversion iterative subspace �DIIS� approach, we present a method to
accelerate self-consistent field �SCF� convergence. In this method, the quadratic augmented
Roothaan–Hall �ARH� energy function, proposed recently by Høst and co-workers �J. Chem. Phys.
129, 124106 �2008��, is used as the object of minimization for obtaining the linear coefficients of
Fock matrices within DIIS. This differs from the traditional DIIS of Pulay, which uses an object
function derived from the commutator of the density and Fock matrices. Our results show that the
present algorithm, abbreviated ADIIS, is more robust and efficient than the energy-DIIS �EDIIS�
approach. In particular, several examples demonstrate that the combination of ADIIS and DIIS
�“ADIIS+DIIS”� is highly reliable and efficient in accelerating SCF convergence.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3304922�

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanical �QM� methods play an important
role in many research areas from elaborating the subtle reac-
tion mechanisms of enzymes1,2 to designing novel structures
of molecules and materials.3–7 Because of the good balance
between computational cost and desired accuracy, Kohn–
Sham �KS� density functional theory �KS-DFT�,8,9 based on
a single Slater determinant, is a very popular method to de-
scribe the electronic structures of molecules or materials. In
both Hatree–Fock and KS approaches, the self-consistent
field �SCF� scheme is applied to obtain the total energies of
systems. In this scheme, an initial guess for the density ma-
trix �D� is employed to construct the Fock matrix �or KS
matrix in DFT� �F�D��. Subsequently, an updated density
matrix is solved and used to calculate the next Fock matrix,
and this procedure is iterated until the density matrix be-
comes invariant �i.e., a SCF convergence is achieved�. Un-
fortunately, SCF convergence without any accelerating tech-
nique is always problematic in many cases.10 To achieve and
accelerate the SCF convergence, a variety of methods has
been developed such as simple density mixing between the
previous and current density matrices, level shifting,11 frac-
tional electron occupations,12 the optimal damping algorithm
�ODA�,13–15 the direct inversion iterative subspace �DIIS�
approach,16,17 energy-DIIS �EDIIS�,18,19 density subspace
minimization �DSM�,20,21 and the ground-state-directed opti-
mization scheme.22,23 Since the DIIS-based algorithms are
particularly robust and efficient in most molecular systems,
we focus on the DIIS procedure for SCF convergence in this
work.

As emphasized in Ref. 23, the standard SCF iterative
procedure with the DIIS-based methods involves two sepa-
rate steps. The first step is to diagonalize the Fock matrix in
order to construct a new density matrix; the second step is to

improve the new density matrix using the DIIS scheme to
combine linearly this new density matrix with the density
matrices obtained from previous iterations. In the standard
DIIS approach developed by Pulay,16,17 the linear coeffi-
cients of each density matrix are optimized by minimizing
the orbital rotation gradient based on the commutator matrix
of the Fock and density matrices �i.e., �F�D� ,D�� in the or-
thonormal basis space. However, the minimization of this
orbital rotation gradient does not always lead to a lower
energy, particularly when the SCF is not close to
convergence.18 This may cause large energy oscillations and
divergence in the SCF procedure. To stabilize DIIS, the
EDIIS approach developed by Scuseria and co-workers18

minimizes a quadratic energy function derived from the
ODA13–15 to obtain the linear coefficients in DIIS. This en-
ergy minimization driven EDIIS method rapidly brings the
density matrix from the initial guess to a convergent region.
In addition, the combination of EDIIS and DIIS makes SCF
robust and efficient. Although “EDIIS+DIIS” is successful
in accelerating the SCF convergence for many cases, the
quadratic energy function used in EDIIS is only accurate for
HF. In KS-DFT, approximate quadratic interpolation of
energies18 is employed because of the nonlinearity of the
exchange-correlation functional. Therefore, the reliability of
EDIIS can be impaired by the interpolation accuracy.

Here, we present a new approach based on the aug-
mented Roothaan–Hall �ARH� energy function22,23 to obtain
the linear coefficients for the density matrices in DIIS. We
first illustrate the mathematical expressions defining the
ARH energy in Sec. II A. Then, we discuss the combination
of the ARH energy and DIIS �ADIIS in short� and compare
ADIIS with the standard DIIS and EDIIS algorithms in Sec.
II B. We performed calculations on several molecular sys-
tems to validate the efficiency of ADIIS in comparison with
DIIS and EDIIS, and report these results in Sec. III. Finally,
we summarize our work in Sec. IV.
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II. METHODS

A. The ARH energy function

In Ref. 22, Høst and co-workers presented a quadratic
ARH energy function to optimize directly the density matrix
in the SCF procedure. Here, the key points about the ARH
energy function for a closed-shell system are explained. �For
an open-shell system, the � and � spins need to be consid-
ered separately.� The total HF or KS-DFT energy for a
closed-shell system can be expanded to second order, with
respect to the density matrix, using the Taylor expansion,

E�D� � Ẽ�D� = E�Dn� + �D − Dn�E�1��Dn��

+ 1
2 �D − Dn�E�2��Dn��D − Dn� , �1�

where E�D� is the total energy of a density matrix D, Ẽ�D� is
the approximate ARH energy function, Dn is the density ma-
trix of the nth SCF iteration, and �A �B�=Tr�ATB�. In Eq.
�1�, the first derivative of E�Dn� �i.e., E�1��Dn�� with respect
to Dn is the corresponding Fock matrix �i.e., F�Dn��,

E�1��Dn� = 	 �E�D�
�D

	
D=Dn

= 2F�Dn� = 2Fn. �2�

The second derivative of E�Dn� with respect to Dn �i.e.,
E�2��Dn�� is much more computationally expensive to evalu-
ate exactly from the analytical expressions. A useful quasi-
Newton approximation to E�2��Dn� is imposed to circumvent
this costly calculation,22

E�2��Dn��D − Dn� � E�1��D� − E�1��Dn�

= 2F�D� − 2F�Dn� . �3�

Thus Eq. �1� for a closed-shell system is rewritten as

E�D� � E�Dn� + 2�D − Dn�F�Dn�� + �D − Dn�

�F�D� − F�Dn��� . �4�

Since the density matrix must satisfy the symmetry �D
=DT�, trace �Tr�DS�=Nelec, where S is the overlap matrix of
atomic basis sets and Nelec is the total number of electrons�,
and idempotency �DSD=D� constraints, the elements of D
cannot be optimized directly in Eq. �4�. In Ref. 22, an anti-
symmetric matrix is utilized to parametrize the elements of D
and fulfill all three constraints on the density matrix. Com-
bined with the trust-region method,24 direct optimization of
the density matrix without diagonalization was carried out.
Their approach was demonstrated to be robust and efficient,
particularly when the classical DIIS approaches with diago-
nalization fail to converge, or converge to a saddle point
instead of a minimum.

However, the diagonalization step in DIIS is the most
efficient method to obtain the coefficients and eigenvalues of
molecular orbitals as well as the density matrix. In particular,
the diagonalization cost is low for many interesting moder-
ately sized systems, such as enzymatic active sites �treated
using HF or KS-DFT� in QM/MM simulations.1 Therefore,
in this work, we propose a new method combining the ARH
energy function and the standard DIIS approach, abbreviated
as ADIIS, to improve the efficiency and reliability of the
SCF convergence.

B. The ADIIS algorithm

Let us assume that D1, D2, . . ., and Dn are n density
matrices and F1, F2, . . ., and Fn are the corresponding Fock
matrices after n SCF iterations are performed. Similar

to EDIIS,18 the approximate density matrix D̃n+1 for the
�n+1�th iteration can be linearly expanded in terms of the
previous density matrices and the linear coefficients can be
obtained readily and efficiently via energy minimization

D̃n+1 = arg min
E�D̃�,D̃ = �
i=1

n

ciDi,�
i=1

n

ci = 1,ci � 0� .

�5�

Here, a convex linear combination of density matrices �i.e.,
ci� �0,1��18 as in EDIIS is imposed to simplify and stabilize
the optimization. Once ci , i=1, . . . ,n� are obtained via

energy minimization, the Fock matrix F̃n+1 can be evaluated
by Pulay’s DIIS scheme

F̃n+1 = �
i=1

n

ciFi. �6�

Then the new density matrix Dn+1, fulfilling the symmetry,
trace, and idempotency constraints, can be constructed by

diagonalization of F̃n+1. In this work, to obtain the linear
coefficients in Eq. �5�, the ARH energy function �defined by

Eq. �4�� is used to compute E�D̃�, which leads to the
ARH-energy DIIS or ADIIS scheme. Using the notation

fADIIS= Ẽ��i=1
n ciDi�, Eq. �4� can be rewritten as

fADIIS�c1, . . . ,cn� = E�Dn� + 2�
i=1

n

ci�Di − Dn�F�Dn��

+ �
i=1

n

�
j=1

n

cicj�Di − Dn��F�D j� − F�Dn��� .

�7�

In contrast, for a closed-shell system, the energy expression

E�D̃� used in EDIIS is given by

fEDIIS�c1, . . . ,cn� = �
i=1

n

ciE�Di� − �
i=1

n

�
j=1

n

cicj�Di − D j�Fi − F j� .

�8�

ADIIS is based on the second order Taylor expansion of the
total energy with respect to the density matrix and hence
fADIIS is accurate for HF and KS-DFT calculations only if the
quasi-Newton condition is sufficient. In contrast, fEDIIS is
only precise for HF calculations because the HF energy is
quadratic in the density matrix. But fEDIIS is an approximate
quadratic expression for KS-DFT because the exchange-
correlation term in KS-DFT is nonlinear in the density
matrix.18 �Note that the DSM-based method20,21 only uses up
to the first order Taylor expansion as the energy function
to optimize linear coefficients ci� in the purified density
matrix.�

For EDIIS or ADIIS, the optimization problem is
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min
 fEDIIS or fADIIS,�
i=1

n

ci = 1,ci � 0� . �9�

For DIIS, the optimization problem is

min
 fDIIS,�
i=1

n

ci = 1� , �10�

where fDIIS is defined as

fDIIS�c1, . . . ,cn� = �
i=1

n

�
j=1

n

cicj�Fi,DiS� · �F j,D jS� . �11�

Based on Eqs. �9� and �10�, ADIIS, similar to EDIIS, is in-
deed an interpolation scheme with the convex constraints
ci� �0,1��. Pulay’s standard DIIS is an extrapolation proce-
dure without the convex constraints. Moreover, ADIIS uti-
lizes a clearly defined energy expression �Eq. �1�� to opti-
mize the linear coefficients ci� toward the energy minimum,
while DIIS only minimizes the orbital rotation gradient,
which does not necessarily lead toward the energy
minimum.18

As explained in Ref. 18 by Kudin et al., the energy func-
tions in both ADIIS and EDIIS are less sensitive than the
orbital rotation gradient in DIIS when the density matrix is
varied. As such, ADIIS and EDIIS may be less efficient than
DIIS in the region close to SCF convergence. Therefore,
“ADIIS+DIIS,” similar to EDIIS+DIIS in Ref. 18, was also
implemented in this work. In ADIIS+EDIIS, ADIIS is car-
ried out at the beginning of the SCF to obtain quickly a
nearly converged density matrix and then ADIIS is switched
over to DIIS to achieve rapid final convergence.

III. RESULTS

All the algorithms, including DIIS, EDIIS, and ADIIS,
were implemented in an in-house program.25 Several mol-
ecules were chosen to illustrate the performance of ADIIS
and ADIIS+DIIS in comparison with DIIS, EDIIS, and
EDIIS+DIIS. These are CH3CHO,18 a water cluster,22 a cad-
mium complex,22 a polyalanine peptide,22 and two ruthenium
compounds. �All of the geometry structures are available via
http://www.chem.duke.edu/~xqhu/geoms.tar.gz� In the stan-
dard DIIS calculations, neither level shifting or density
damping is added. For CH3CHO and the cadmium complex,
the core Hamiltonians were used to obtain the initial density
matrix. For the water cluster, the polyalanine peptide, and
two Ruthenium compounds, the atomic density matrices
were employed to construct the initial density matrix. SCF
convergence is considered being achieved when the energy
difference between the current iteration and the previous one
is less than 10−8 a.u. For ADIIS+DIIS and EDIIS+DIIS, we
used a simple criterion to activate DIIS: when the energy
difference between two SCF cycles is less than 0.01 a.u �2.0
a.u. was used for the polyalanine peptide and 1.0 a.u. was
used for two Ruthenium compounds�, ADIIS or EDIIS is
switched to DIIS. �Note that other criteria18 can be also ap-
plied to activate DIIS.� To obtain the linear coefficients for
EDIIS and ADIIS, the L-BFGS algorithm26,27 was used and
the energy functions �Eq. �8� for EDIIS and Eq. �7� for

ADIIS� were optimized using Eq. �9� with the aid of first
derivatives ��fEDIIS /�ci and �fADIIS /�ci, respectively�. �Note
that variable substitutions �ci= ti

2 /� jtj
2� are applied to trans-

form the constrained optimization problem into an uncon-
strained one in L-BFGS.� The averaged coefficients were
taken as the initial guess during the L-BFGS optimizations.
In this work, only six Fock matrices were combined linearly

to construct F̃n+1 in Eq. �6�.

A. Well-behaved molecular systems: CH3CHO
and a water cluster

We first chose CH3CHO �acetaldehyde� as a simple and
well-behaved small molecule to illustrate the performance of
DIIS, EDIIS, ADIIS, EDIIS+DIIS, and ADIIS+DIIS. Cal-
culations were performed at the RHF/6-31G� �Refs. 28 and
29� level of theory �53 Gaussian basis functions�. As shown
in Fig. 1, compared to the standard DIIS approach, both
EDIIS and ADIIS are much slower to reach SCF conver-
gence because both EDIIS and ADIIS are based on minimiz-
ing the approximate energy functions �Eq. �8� and Eq. �7�� at
each SCF cycle. The energy functions are not sensitive to
small variations in density matrices, particularly when the
density matrix is close to the convergence region. In contrast,
the orbital rotation gradient minimized in DIIS is more sen-
sitive to the variations of density matrices. Overall, DIIS is
much faster than ADIIS and EDIIS to converge the energy of
simple small organic molecules, which is consistent with the
discussions in Ref. 18. However, in the first few SCF itera-
tions, EDIIS and ADIIS are capable of getting a lower en-
ergy from the crude initial guess than the DIIS energy �for
instance, see the energies at the fourth cycle for EDIIS and
ADIIS�. Therefore, similar to the EDIIS+DIIS approach,18

we also combined ADIIS with DIIS �i.e., ADIIS+DIIS�: in
the beginning of the SCF, ADIIS is applied to accelerate the
SCF procedure and is switched over to DIIS when the energy
difference between two SCF cycles is less than the specified
threshold �0.01 a.u. is the default value in this work.�. As
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FIG. 1. Convergence of the CH3CHO energy with DIIS �the black solid line
with circles�, EDIIS �the red solid line with empty squares�, ADIIS �the blue
solid line with empty triangles�, EDIIS+DIIS �the red dashed line with
squares�, and ADIIS+DIIS �the blue dashed line with triangles�. A core
Hamiltonian was applied to obtain the initial density matrix. The total
energy was calculated with HF/6-31G�. The converged energy is
�152.914 4029 a.u.
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such, ADIIS helps to obtain a superior density matrix close
to the convergence region from the initial guess in the begin-
ning of the SCF and makes DIIS more reliable and robust
afterward. For CH3CHO, when DIIS was switched on within
ten SCF cycles, ADIIS+DIIS and EDIIS+DIIS significantly
improved the speed of SCF convergence, as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition, the efficiency of ADIIS+DIIS was the same as
DIIS in this case. Since ADIIS+DIIS or EDIIS+DIIS is
much more efficient than ADIIS or EDIIS alone, we only
compared these two methods with DIIS for the other mol-
ecules. A much bigger system, a water cluster with 51
monomers22 using B3LYP�VWN5�30–33/6-31G� �1275
Gaussian basis functions�, was also considered and the re-
sults were shown in Fig. 2. Since a good initial guess for
density matrix was obtained from the atomic density matri-
ces, DIIS was faster than ADIIS+DIIS and EDIIS+DIIS in
terms of the number of SCF cycles required for convergence.
Hence, for well-behaved systems such as CH3CHO and the
water cluster, DIIS is the most efficient algorithm for accel-
erating SCF convergence.18 The efficiency of our ADIIS
+DIIS approach is comparable to DIIS and is more efficient
than EDIIS+DIIS in such well-behaved systems.

B. A challenging system: A cadmium complex

A Cd2+-imidazole complex22 at both the RHF and
B3LYP�VWN5�/3–21G34,35 levels �92 Gaussian basis func-
tions� is a challenging system. For this cadmium-imidazole
compound, the standard DIIS scheme failed to converge for
HF and B3LYP �see Fig. 3� when the core Hamiltonian was
employed to obtain the initial density matrix. However,
EDIIS+DIIS and ADIIS+DIIS can achieve SCF conver-
gence efficiently with HF, as shown in Fig. 3�a�. For DFT
methods such as B3LYP, EDIIS+DIIS needed almost 60
SCF iterations to accumulate enough information to bring
the density matrix close to convergence. These different con-
vergence behaviors of EDIIS+DIIS are due to the energy
expression in EDIIS, which is precise for HF and is approxi-

mately calculated by the quadratic ODA for DFT. The ODA
scheme can be problematic for some molecules with DFT.
Compared to DIIS and EDIIS+DIIS, ADIIS+DIIS mini-
mized the energy robustly in the beginning of the SCF via
the ADIIS scheme and it proceeded through the SCF itera-
tions smoothly and efficiently after DIIS was switched on in
both the HF and DFT cases �see Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. This
suggests that the ARH energy function �i.e., Eq. �7�� is good
approximation both for HF and DFT. The Taylor expansion
up to second order with respect to the density matrix is suf-
ficiently accurate to predict the next improved Fock matrix

F̃n+1 in Eq. �6�. Hence, during the SCF procedure, the density
matrix of the cadmium-imidazole system was rapidly opti-
mized from the crude initial guess by ADIIS for HF or DFT,
which significantly improved the efficiency and reliability of
the subsequent DIIS in ADIIS+DIIS.

C. A typical biological system: A polyalanine peptide

To further illustrate the performance of DIIS, EDIIS
+DIIS, and ADIIS+DIIS in a normal biological system, en-
ergy calculations were carried out for a polyalanine peptide
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FIG. 3. Convergence of the energy for a cadmium-imidazole complex with
DIIS �the black solid line with circles�, EDIIS+DIIS �the red dashed line
with squares�, and ADIIS+DIIS �the blue dashed line with triangles�. A core
Hamiltonian was applied to obtain the initial density matrix. The total en-
ergy was calculated with RHF/3–21G �a� and with B3LYP/3–21G �b�. The
converged energies are �5663.143 3914 a.u. for RHF and �5666.922 5744
a.u. for B3LYP.
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with 29 residues22 with RHF and B3LYP�VWN5�/6–31G36,37

�1599 Gaussian basis functions�. As shown in Fig. 4�a�, for
all of three algorithms, the energy decreased monotonically
through the SCF iterations with HF and convergence was
achieved within 20 cycles. In contrast, for the B3LYP results
in Fig. 4�b�, EDIIS+DIIS failed to converge because the
energy error in Eq. �8� from the exchange-correlation energy
in DFT is larger due to error accumulation as the chemical
system size becomes larger. In the first few SCF iterations,
the energy obtained with EDIIS+DIIS actually increased and
the density matrix was trapped in the incorrect electronic
state. For DIIS and ADIIS+DIIS, both algorithms eventually
converged to the energy minimum. However, DIIS first con-
verged to a saddle point and required more than 15 SCF
cycles to jump out this critical point �see the broad peak in
Fig. 4�b� for DIIS�. Compared to the total 57 SCF cycles for
DIIS, ADIIS+DIIS needed fewer cycles to overcome the
saddle point, and it reached the energy minimum within 40
SCF iterations. When a larger energy threshold was used
��E=2.0 a.u.� to switch on DIIS, ADIIS+DIIS also

achieved SCF convergence. This indicates that the perfor-
mance of ADIIS+DIIS does not depend on the energy
threshold critically.

D. Problem cases: Two Ruthenium compounds

We further studied the SCF convergence behavior for
two ruthenium compounds: �RuV=O�+2.5 and Ru4�CO� with
B3LYP�VWN5�/Lanl2dz38 and the results are shown in Fig.
5. �RuV=O�2.5+ is �Ru�tpy��bpm��OH2��2.5+ �tpy is
2 ,2� :6� ,2�-terpyridine; bpm is 2 ,2�-bipyrimidine� that is an
open-shell system with a fractional electron, 363 Gaussian
basis functions, and 56 157 TIP3P water molecules.39 �RuV

=O�2.5+ has 123� spin electrons and 122.5� spin electrons
with hundreds of thousands of TIP3P water molecules in the
system. The fractional electronic occupation has been suc-
cessfully applied in redox potential simulations40 and it is
very useful to study the quality of approximate density func-
tionals in DFT.41–43 However, many systems with the frac-
tional electronic occupations often suffer SCF convergence
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FIG. 4. Convergence of the energy of a 29-residue polyalanine peptide with
DIIS �the black solid line with circles�, EDIIS+DIIS �the red dashed line
with squares�, ADIIS+DIIS with the energy difference threshold of 0.01 a.u.
to activate DIIS �the blue dashed line with triangles�, and ADIIS+DIIS with
the threshold of 2.0 a.u. �the magenta dashed line with stars�. The initial
density matrix was constructed from the atomic density matrices. The total
energy was calculated by RHF/6–31G and B3LYP/6–31G. The converged
energies are �7127.568 1797 a.u. for RHF and �7171.566 7248 a.u. for
B3LYP.
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FIG. 5. Convergence of the energies of �RuV=O�+2.5 and Ru4�CO� with
DIIS �the black solid line with circles�, EDIIS+DIIS �the red dashed line
with squares�, and ADIIS+DIIS with the energy difference threshold of 1.0
a.u. to activate DIIS �the blue dashed line with triangles�. The initial density
matrix was constructed from the atomic density matrices. The total energy
was calculated by B3LYP/LanL2dz. �RuV=O�+2.5 has 123� spin electrons
and 122.5� spin electrons. Ru4�CO� is closed shell. The converged energies
are �1595.849 0175 a.u. for �RuV=O�+2.5 and �488.710 6840 a.u. for
Ru4�CO�.
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problems. As shown in Fig. 5�a�, EDIIS+DIIS failed to
achieve the convergence. Our ADIIS+DIIS method is more
stable and robust than DIIS for such a fractional-charge
open-shell system.

For the second example, Ru4�CO� is a closed-shell sys-
tem with 114 Gaussian basis functions and its geometry was
taken from Ref. 44. This compound was used to study CO
absorption on transition metal clusters.44 Fig. 5�b� shows that
both EDIIS+DIIS and DIIS failed to achieve SCF conver-
gence for Ru4�CO�. However, for ADIIS+DIIS, the total en-
ergy of Ru4�CO� decreased monotonically, reaching conver-
gence after 90 iterations. Thus, ADIIS+DIIS seems to be
more effective and robust than EDIIS+DIIS and DIIS for
heavy transition metal systems in both open- and closed-
shell cases.

In summary, various molecular systems, ranging from
simple organic molecules to biomolecules, from closed-shell
to open-shell cases, and from light atoms to transition metals,
were computed by several SCF algorithms. ADIIS+DIIS
with both HF and DFT is efficient enough to guide the con-
struction of updated density matrices in the SCF process for
the systems studied. The density matrices explored by ADIIS
in the beginning stages of the SCF make the standard DIIS
more robust and reliable afterward. ADIIS+DIIS provides a
robust and efficient protocol to accelerate SCF convergence.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the standard DIIS approach, the orbital rotation gra-
dient is minimized to obtain the linear Fock matrix coeffi-
cients, then a new Fock matrix is constructed for diagonal-
ization in the SCF. However, the gradient minimum may not
correspond to the correct energy minimum, which causes
energy oscillations during the SCF �for instance, see Figs. 3
and 5�b��. Although EDIIS minimizes the energy function
derived from the ODA in each SCF cycle, the energy expres-
sion is only accurate for HF. For DFT, EDIIS can have large
errors and fail to achieve SCF convergence in some molecu-
lar systems �for instance, see Fig. 4�b��. In this work, we
applied a more rigorously defined ARH energy function to
optimize the linear coefficients of the Fock matrices using
BFGS. This newly developed ADIIS scheme rapidly brings
the initial density matrix close to the convergence region.
Several examples in this paper demonstrate that after ADIIS
is combined with DIIS to yield ADIIS+DIIS, it accelerates
SCF convergence more reliably and efficiently than DIIS,
EDIIS, and EDIIS+DIIS.

It is worth noting that the quadratic ARH energy func-
tion combined with trust-region optimization was originally
developed to accelerate SCF convergence without Fock ma-
trix diagonalization.22,23 In those studies, two separate com-
putational steps �i.e., diagonalization and DIIS averaging�
were no longer involved in each SCF cycle and direct opti-
mization of the density matrix was performed. However, the
diagonalization step can be considered as a direct minimiza-
tion of a quadratic model of the total energy and is still a
most efficient scheme to obtain useful molecular orbital co-
efficients and the corresponding density matrix in each SCF
cycle. Particularly, the diagonalization step is not too costly

for many interesting molecular systems �even for systems
with thousands of basis functions�. To capitalize on the effi-
ciency from diagonalization, the new ADIIS method makes
use of the ARH energy function derived from the Taylor
expansion to optimize the linear Fock matrix coefficients,
while the Fock matrices are based on density matrices con-
structed from diagonalization in previous SCF steps. Further-
more, ADIIS+DIIS can be easily coded in current quantum
computational packages. Our results indicate that ADIIS dra-
matically improves the quality of density matrix at the be-
ginning of the SCF and helps DIIS converge to the minimum
rapidly in ADIIS+DIIS.

In addition to the acceleration techniques, the exchange-
correlation functional form in DFT could also affect the SCF
convergence behavior. In particular, the intrinsic delocaliza-
tion and static correlation errors41–43 in HF and approximate
DFT functionals can force the SCF to converge to a unphysi-
cal electronic state. We believe that the erratic or divergent
behavior of the SCF procedure can be relieved by the next
generation of DFT functionals with minimal delocalization
and static correlation errors. More importantly, ADIIS is ex-
tendable to any new functional form because the ARH en-
ergy function is only based on the second order Taylor ex-
pansion with respect to the density matrix, with the Hessians
approximated by a quasi-Newton approach.
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